
MARCUS AURELIUS 
MEDITATIONS 
BOOK 1 

1.1  

From my grandfather, a pleasant and calm disposition. 

1.2  

From the reputation and memory about my father: modesty and manliness. 

1.3  

From my mother: religion, generosity, abstaining not only from doing evil, but even from the 
thought of  such things; a simple life, far from the plutocrat’s habit. 

1.4 

From my grandfather: Not to waste time on public schools, but rather make use of  good 
teachers at home — and also to know when it is necessary to spend money. 

1.5 

From my tutor, to be neither of  the Greens nor the Blues, the Parmularius nor the Scutarius; 
to bear hard work and have few needs; to do my own work and mind my own affairs; also — 
have nothing to do with gossip. 

1.6 

From Diogenus, avoid vanities; do not believe charlatans, cheats using “enchantments”, 
exorcists, or anyone who even talks about such things; don’t keep quails; don’t be all a-flutter 
about such things; don’t reject plain speech; be comfortable with philosophy; listen first to 
things about Bacchus, then about Tandasis and Marcianus: write dialogues (even when a 
boy); desire the pallet and pelt and whatever else pertains to the Greek Regiment. 

1.7 

From Rusticus: 

Accept the fact that I will need straightening and correction of  my character; and to not be 
turned aside after hot, pointless arguments; neither to write about speculations; nor prepare 
silly little speeches; nor pose as the greatest moral athlete nor the hardest working man; and 
to eschew rhetoric, poetry  and fancy words — oh, don’t walk around the house in robes — 
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and to write plain letters (like the one which he sent to my mother from Sinuses): just don’t 
do those things.  

And be willing to be easily called and reconciled to those who have been angry and struck 
the wrong note, when they are willing to quickly return: be in that state of  mind.  

And read carefully: don’t be content with a general overview — and don’t agree too quickly 
with every chatterer.  

And hold a conversation with the Memoirs of  Epictetus (he gave me a copy from his own 
library). 

1.8: 

From Apollonious:  

freedom; unambiguously avoid chance; and never look to anything but Reason — not even 
for a moment. To always be the same, whether in sharp pain, the loss of  a child, or endless 
illness. And to be seen as a living example that one man can be both press to greatest height 
and relent.   

To see a man who plainly makes little of  his experience and ability to explain speculative 
matters. And to learn how to receive even seeming gifts from friends, neither despising these 
things nor letting them pass by without notice. 

1.9  
From Sextus, 
Graciousness; the example of  a home with fatherly order; to have a mind in accord with 
Nature; dignity without pretense; to have skill in caring for friends; to bear with idiots and 
those who spout opinions without thinking. 

To be harmonious with everyone — so that conversation with him was more pleasant than 
any flattery (and those who were with him prized the time); to take pains to know the most 
fitting and ingenious lessons necessary for life. 

And to never display wrath or any other passion, but to always have the passions in check — 
yet not without natural affection; to not make a noise about praise; to have great learning 
without making a show. 

1.10 

From Alexander the Grammarian: 

Not to reject nor scornfully receive barbarisms, or poor speech, or funny sounding words — 
rather, to tactfully by way of  an answer, offer the very thing that should have been said, 
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whether by speaking of  the same thing, or considering the same thing — but using not the 
same word — or by means of  some other appropriate reminder. 

1.11 

From Fronto 

To understand what sort of  witchery, subtlety, and hypocrisy belong to tyranny — and how 
common traits are to those like us who are called patricians, who at times lack natural 
affections. 

1.12 

From Alexander the Platonist 

Rarely — and never without real need — tell anyone — or write a letter saying — that you 
are too busy; don’t make it a habit to beg off  from obligations for those with whom we live, 
just throwing out the words, “the press of  business”. 

1.13 

From Catalus: 

To not be contemptuous when a friend makes an accusation — even if  it is unreasonable, 
but rather try to restore him to friendship; to heartily speak well of  my teachers (as it is 
remembered Domitius and Athenodotus); and to truly love my children. 

1.14 

From my brother, Severus 

To love the family 
To love truth 
To love justice. 

And through him, I knew Thrasea, Helvidius, Cato, Dion, Brutus. 

From him I learned the mark of  a state administered by equal laws, equal standing, equal 
speech: a government which dearly honors the freedom of  those being ruled. 

And also from him, to have a constant, balanced value of  philosophy; to do-good, be 
willingly generous, to trust the love of  friends; to not conceal what he has against another; to 
not keep his friends guessing what he wants or does not want, but rather to be clear. 

15.1: 
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From Maximus: 

Self-control - not to be carried about by anything; to be in good spirits in troubles and 
illness; to have a well-proportioned character, gentle but reverent; and to not be sullen with 
the work at hand. 

To believe that everyone spoke as he thought; that which one might do, he did not do for an 
evil purpose. He didn’t startle, wasn’t fazed; didn’t shrink back or clinch his teeth. 

Nor was he angry, or suspicious; he was beneficent, indulgent; he wasn’t easily changed 
rather than giving the appearance of  man being improved. He never appeared to anyone to 
be haughty, nor did anyone suppose himself  to be better than him. Oh, and he was gracious. 

16. 

From my father: 

Gentleness, and unshaken persistence in those things which he had thoroughly vetted and 
judged. He refused the vainglory of  those things which only seem honorable. He loved work 
and perseverance.  

He had a ready ear for anyone who offered something for the common good. He did not fail 
to give everyone what he deserved.  

He had the experience to know when to insist and when to relax. 

He checked all erotic desire for boys.  

He had the common touch. He never commanded his friends to eat with him, nor force 
them to travel with him. If  some need kept them away, they would always find him the same 
when they returned.  

If  he considered something, he would search it out accurately — he did not leave it to first 
impressions.   

He had the skill to keep friends: he didn’t grow sick of  them; he didn’t go crazy after them. 
He was self-reliant. He was radiant.  He had the foresight to think ahead. He took care of  
even the smallest things without drama. 

He squelched applause and every sort of  flattery directed toward him; his unceasing 
attention to the demands of  government; husbanding resources; his patience before 
everything that comes with criticism; concerning the gods: not superstitious; concerning 
men: he would not court, pander to, nor flatter the mob; sober in everything; never one for 
the vulgar or novel. 
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Now concerning those things which bring comfort to life — which Chance supplies to full 
— he used them without pride or prejudice: when they were present, he used them without 
excuse; when they were gone, he didn’t need them. No one ever called him a sophist, smart 
aleck or egghead; rather he was a man in full, complete, beyond flattery, able to command 
himself  and other. 

He also honored those who were true philosophers. As for the others, he didn’t despise 
them; but, he certainly didn’t follow them! He was sociable and gracious without being 
cloying. 

He took proper care for his body: not like someone who adored health or beauty; but he 
didn’t mistreat himself, either. Due to his care, he didn’t need physicians, potions or creams.  

He had a ready willingness to defer, without envy, to anyone who possessed a skill in speech, 
legal history, ethics, or any other particular task. He gave the strong encouragement so that 
each would receive credit in his area of  expertise.  

He did all things according to custom, but he never made a show of  it. 

17 

From the gods: 

Good grandparents 
Good parents 
A good sister 
Good teachers 
Good companions 
Good family 
Friends close at hand 
— And that I never played that false note with them, even though I have that disposition 
which — if  by chance, the right circumstance were to arise, I would play it wrong. 
I was not longer raised by my grandfather’s woman — I was even saved that hour where I 
would be “made a man” — instead, that time came later. 

To be governed by a lord and father, who was able to drive off  all my vanity; and who led 
me to the worthy understanding that one is able to live at court and not need body guards, or 
stunning clothes, or torches and statutes and such-like — nor any other such boasts. That 
one was able to live much like a private citizen — while not neglecting nor passing over the 
obligations of  public rule. 

I happened to have such a brother who always able to help me have proper concern for 
myself; and also to cheer me with respect and love. 

That my children were not born stupid or deformed. 
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That I didn’t make more progress in rhetoric or poetry — other like concerns — because if  
I did I would have been consumed by them if  I thought I was doing well. 

I came quickly to appoint honors for those who cared for me, which they certainly desired 
me to do. I didn’t ignore their hope for such help from me, because they were also young. 

I had a clear understanding of  life according to Nature and of  what it entails:  in as much as 
depends upon the gods and the communications from them, their assistance and inspiration; 
and there was nothing to hinder me from a life which accords with Nature; so that failure 
was my own fault — and also from not paying careful attention to the reminders (almost the 
instructions) of  the gods . 

That my body prevailed against such a life as this. 

That I did not touch Benedicta or Theodotus: but when erotic passion happened, I returned 
to health. 

While Rusticus repeatedly irritated me, I did nothing for which I would later repent. 

It came about that the one who gave me birth, died young; nevertheless she lived with me 
during her final years. 

Whenever I was inclined to help someone in poverty or any other need, I never heard that 
there was no money from which I could supply the need; yet it never fell out that I needed 
to receive something like that from another person. 

That my wife was so quick to listen, so affectionate, so unaffected!  

There were always enough tutors for my children to thrive. 

That by means of  dreams I was given the knowledge of  how not to spit blood nor suffer 
vertigo; and that in Caieta I heard, “just as needed.” 

And that once I desired philosophy, I did not fall into the hands of  any sophist, nor sit with 
the authors, nor untie syllogisms, nor concern myself  with meteorology. For all these things 
need the gods help and good luck. 

Among the Quadi at the Granua. 
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